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AutoCAD Crack + [March-2022]

AutoCAD, also known as AutoCAD LT, is a line-drawing application for drafting and design work.
It was first introduced in 1987 and was designed to be a GUI (Graphical User Interface) based
program. It supports 2D drafting and is often used in the architecture, engineering, construction, and
mechanical drafting industries. In this tutorial, we will discuss the following in AutoCAD, Change
the coordinate system Draw a circle and an ellipse Draft a parallelogram Draw and edit a spline
Select a line, circle, or arc Create a polyline Design a ribbon Add a linear dimension Draw a symbol
Draft a polyline with bezier points Add text to a polyline Add a 3D object to a drawing Add a text
and combine objects into a drawing Define a multiple object layer Define an alignment Create a 2D
profile Create a 3D profile Modify a profile Edit a profile Draw a 3D wireframe Add dimension
annotation Draw a line with a ruler Draw an arrow Add a color to a line Add a color to a symbol
Automatically dimension text Connect text to existing dimensions Show a block of dimensions
Draw a rectangle Draw a circle Draw an ellipse Draw a segment with an offset Add a specific
number of subwindows Fit to selection Draw a rectangle Change a line style Select a line style Select
a base point for a line Select a profile point for a line Select an arc point for a line Select a vertex
point for a line Select an end point for a line Change a line join Edit a line segment Split a line
Remove a line Draw a polyline Delete a line Flip a line Draw a 3D solids Create a 3D polyline Add
text to a line Draw a line with bezier points Add text to a line Draw a 3D wireframe Edit a profile
Select a line style Select a base point for a line Select a profile point for a line Select an

AutoCAD Crack+

AutoCAD Free Download also supports XML documents and its own command-line editor, a text-
based programming language called EasyLisp. Graphical user interface The AutoCAD Crack
Keygen 2016 and 2013 user interfaces both have the new Ribbon interface for all panes, and the
2010 interface supports the ribbon and also the traditional menu bar. The ribbon was introduced in
AutoCAD 2007 to increase ease of use. The 2010 UI includes an additional "Motion" tab for motion
and sketching, a "Dimensions" tab for dimensioning and a tab called "X" that provides access to
more advanced drawing options. Layout The 3D layout tools are based on native CAD and mostly
support the same tools as 3D CAD. The addition of a 2D layout tool and 2D visual editing tools to
3D Layout is supported in the more recent releases. Drafting Drafting in AutoCAD allows the
creation of objects such as 3D surfaces, solids, and tunnels, as well as 2D lines, circles and polylines.
Drafting in AutoCAD is based on parametric modeling and is not a true CAD system. AutoCAD is
organized into seven types of Drafting tools: Surface, which creates geometric surfaces from 3D
objects Cadent, which creates solid modeling objects (both solid and surface). Brep, which creates
solid modeling objects from thin shell splines. Face, which is similar to Surface, but more limited in
function Ellipse, which creates 2D circles and ellipses. Arc, which creates 3D arcs and parabolas.
Lines, which creates 2D lines and arcs. Drafting components Drafting components are objects that
are used to represent certain elements of geometry. They are used when creating and editing
AutoCAD drawings. Examples include points, lines, text, regions, arcs and circles. There are two
methods to construct these objects. One is to construct an object on a path using tools such as
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Polyline, Spline, Circle, Ellipse and so on. The other is to construct an object using a shape modifier
or the addition of other path elements. Each object can be modified using the standard editing tools.
In addition, each object can be manipulated using commands called Modifiers that are special
commands that can be used to create more complex objects. A simple example would be to create a
right angle using two straight lines. However, to a1d647c40b
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AutoCAD [Win/Mac]

Go to menu File > Options > User Preferences > Start Click on the ‘…’ button located on the right
side of the window and locate the license file you downloaded. In our example, it’s called My
License. Save it in the program folder, in the same directory as your Autocad.exe file. Use it with
Autocad 2013 or newer. Q: How to add timestamp and id column in a MongoDB collection I need to
add a id and timestamp to a collection which can be updated automatically. Timestamp - with unix
time stamp id - numeric ID E.g. { "_id": { "$oid": "0000000000000000000000000000000" }, "id":
1234, "timestamp": 1425497923996, "numericid": 54321 } A: You can do it with the following in a
collection, which is automatically indexed. db.collection.ensureIndex({"timestamp": 1, "_id": 1},
{unique: true, name: "_id_"}) A: You can use MongoDB's aggregate framework to achieve this:
db.collection.aggregate([ {$addFields : { "timestamp" : {$dateToString : { date : Date.now(), format
: "YYYY-MM-DD HH:mm:ss" } } }}, {$addFields : { "id" : {$numberInt : "$numericid"}}},
{$project : { "timestamp" : "timestamp", "id" : "id"}} ]); You can find more info about this on the
MongoDB Aggregation Framework page. Just weeks after the first batch of users had a chance to
try out Oculus Rift, Oculus founder Palmer Luckey has tweeted that another batch of the virtual
reality headset will be released this week. Oculus is an online community for VR and AR gaming.
The headset lets users "throw themselves into worlds that explore the limits of the human experience
in exciting, intuitive and natural ways," the company's website states. It will sell for US$350. The
new batch of headsets will be available for pre-order on Oculus.com and at Best Buy stores starting
on Wednesday, the company

What's New In?

Mimic Design or Modify It?: Quickly create a shape or modify an existing one. (video: 2:30 min.)
Isolate: Use the Isolate command to work on a smaller portion of your design. (video: 3:25 min.)
Pivot: See the Pivot command in action. Use it to rotate, turn, and navigate a portion of a drawing.
(video: 3:50 min.) Thematic Color Mapping: Modify colors to create a consistent look on-screen or
in printed output. (video: 5:30 min.) Color Theme: Manage themes, including the color theme.
(video: 7:00 min.) Word Lens: Snap a picture of a printed page with the iPad and use it in
AutoCAD. (video: 10:30 min.) Sublimation: Make 3D surfaces that project images, patterns, and
textures. (video: 13:05 min.) Prepare for Sublimation: Learn how to create, resize, and prepare your
image files. (video: 14:45 min.) Sublime Topology for DraftSight: Use our AutoCAD to AutoCAD
Converter to export to DraftSight. (video: 17:15 min.) Scrubler: Create accurate drawings with the
Scrubler tool. (video: 18:25 min.) Review: Save hours of drawing time by reviewing and updating
your drawing. (video: 19:50 min.) Path Remover: Use the Path Remover to quickly remove shapes
from a drawing, and to create a new shape in place of an object that’s been removed. (video: 21:25
min.) Tilt: Rotate drawing components with a single click. (video: 21:50 min.) DraftSight 3D
Projector: A set of tools for creating and editing 3D models. (video: 23:15 min.) DraftSight 3D
Connect: Use DraftSight to edit a 3D model without the need to set up a new CAD connection.
(video: 25:50 min.) DraftSight 3D Import:
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

OS: Mac OS X (10.4 or later) Processor: Mac Mini and MacBook Pro (both late 2007 models with
Core 2 Duo) Memory: 2GB Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 7300 GS or ATI Radeon 8500M Hard Drive:
4GB Video Card: NVIDIA GeForce 7300 GS or ATI Radeon 8500M Game Disc: Red Faction:
Armageddon Recommended System Requirements: OS: Windows XP (SP3) / Windows Vista (SP1)
/ Windows 7 (SP1)
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